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The main issues of this research are: (1) “How is the role of People Empowerment Council And Village Government in increasing public participation at Critical Land Rehabilitation Program Based on People at Bumi Dana Village Way Tuba District Way Kanan Regency?” (2) How is the level of people participation in planning, actuating and evaluating of Critical Land Rehabilitation Program Based on People at Bumi Dana Village Way Tuba District Way Kanan Regency?”

The type of this research is quantitative descriptive, sample of the research are 71 farmers as member of farmer community at Bumi Dana Village Way Tuba District Way Kanan Regency. Data collecting technique conducted by questionnaire, observation and documentation. Data analyzing technique conducted quantitatively by using percentage and interval formula.
The results of this research are: (1) The role of People Empowerment Council and Village Government in increasing public participation at Critical Land Rehabilitation Program Based on People is high category (good role). It showed by 35 people (49,29%) that presented that People Empowerment Council and Village Government presented veri good and good role in increasing public participation at Critical Land Rehabilitation Program Based on People. (2) Level of people participation in planning, actuating and evaluating of Critical Land Rehabilitation Program Based on People is high category. It showed by 37 people (52,11%) that participate very high and high.
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